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Persuasive Speech Global Warming

Various

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. My name is John Doe and today I will be 15
discussion Global Warming and what you can do to limit its impact on the planet. 30

There is little doubt that the planet is warming. Over the last century, the planets 45

temperature has risen by around 1 degree fahrenheit (0.6 of a degree celsius). The 60

warmest since the mid 1800’s was the 1990s. The hottest years recorded were 1997, 74

1998, 2001, 2002, 2003. 78

The United Nations panel on climate change projects that the global temperatures will 91

rise 3-10 degrees fahrenheit by the century’s end – enough to have the polar caps all 108

but melted. If the ice caps melt, a vast majority of our countries borders will be under 125

water. Monuments and great buildings, as well as homes and lives will be under water, 140

including New York City. 144

So now we know what some of the causes are for global warming, how can we as 161

individuals do our part to help save the planet? 170

The answer is simpler than you may think. You don’t have to go miles away from 186

home to protest, or spend masses of money. If you try to follow the few simple steps 203

that I shall now give you, you will have started to help us all. 217
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Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. My name is John Doe and today I will be

discussion Global Warming and what you can do to limit its impact on the planet.

There is little doubt that the planet is warming. Over the last century, the planets

temperature has risen by around 1 degree fahrenheit (0.6 of a degree celsius). The

warmest since the mid 1800’s was the 1990s. The hottest years recorded were 1997,

1998, 2001, 2002, 2003.

The United Nations panel on climate change projects that the global temperatures will

rise 3-10 degrees fahrenheit by the century’s end – enough to have the polar caps all

but melted. If the ice caps melt, a vast majority of our countries borders will be under

water. Monuments and great buildings, as well as homes and lives will be under water,

including New York City.

So now we know what some of the causes are for global warming, how can we as

individuals do our part to help save the planet?

The answer is simpler than you may think. You don’t have to go miles away from

home to protest, or spend masses of money. If you try to follow the few simple steps

that I shall now give you, you will have started to help us all.
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